Effect of heart weight on distribution of lung surface pressures in vertical dogs.
In head-up dogs the vertical gradient of transpulmonary pressure (VGTP) disappears after pneumothorax develops. Our laboratory recently confirmed that the heart moves downward and posteriorly with pneumothorax. To study the extent to which the heart is supported by the lungs, we used a linear elasticity model and finite-element analysis. The lung and heart were assumed to be symmetric along a vertical axis. Reported values of the elastic properties of lung and heart were assigned. The model was generated first without the heart, using the lung alone. The heart was then added to the model. Finally, heart weight was doubled. Adding the heart caused the VGTP to increase; doubling the heart weight further increased the VGTP. These increases were more pronounced at higher lung volumes. Lung inflation was accompanied by an upward displacement of the heart. Inclusion of the heart caused increased inhomogeneities in regional volume distribution. The effect of heart weight may in part explain why the VGTP in the head-up dog is greater than that predicted by lung density.